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ABSTRACT: Imagining future events and remembering past events
rely on a common core network, but several regions within this net-
work—including the hippocampus—show increased activity for imagin-
ing future events compared to remembering past events. It remains
unclear whether this hippocampal activity reflects processes related to
the demands of constructing details retrieved across disparate episodic
memories into coherent imaginary events, encoding these events into
memory, novelty detection, or some combination of these processes.
We manipulated the degree of constructive processing by comparing
activity associated with the initial construction of an imagined scenario
with the re-construction of an imagined scenario (imagine vs. re-imag-
ine). After accounting for effects of novelty and subsequent memory,
we found that a region in the hippocampus was preferentially activated
for newly constructed imagined events compared with re-imagined
events. Our results suggest that the hippocampus may support several
distinct but related processes that are critical for imagining future
events, and they also indicate that a particular region within posterior
hippocampus may uniquely contribute to the construction of imagined
future events. VC 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

The capacity to imagine possible future events supports humans’ abil-
ity to plan and prepare for new experiences in an adaptive manner.
Whether preparing for a job interview, hunting for a new apartment, or
anticipating a first date, mentally projecting ourselves into novel situa-
tions and simulating the potential consequences of different actions can
help guide future decision-making (Buckner & Carroll, 2007; Gilbert &
Wilson, 2007; Schacter & Addis, 2007; Schacter, 2012; Schacter et al.,
2012). Considerable evidence indicates that imagining future events and
remembering past events rely on a common core network that includes

the hippocampus in addition to other medial tempo-
ral, parietal, and prefrontal regions (for review, see
Schacter et al., 2012). However, the role of the hippo-
campus in imagining future experiences has recently
been the subject of debate.

Neuroimaging studies have consistently found evi-
dence for hippocampal activation when people imag-
ine future events (for review, see Addis & Schacter,
2012; Schacter et al., 2012). Indeed, several studies
have shown that activity in the hippocampus is greater
for imagining compared to remembering (e.g. Addis
et al., 2007; Weiler et al., 2010; Addis et al., 2011).
It has been suggested that such activity reflects more
intensive constructive processing during imagining
than remembering, that is, the hippocampus may play
a role in recombining details gleaned from disparate
episodic memories into a coherent novel scenario
(Schacter & Addis, 2007). Evidence consistent with
the idea that hippocampal activity is associated with a
recombination process comes from studies that have
observed greater hippocampal activity when the degree
of constructive processing is increased by manipulat-
ing the probability that the event will occur (i.e.
greater hippocampal activation for low than high
probability future events; Weiler et al., 2010), the
amount of recombined detail (Addis & Schacter,
2008) or the specificity of an imagined episode (Addis
et al., 2011). Moreover, given the role of the hippo-
campus in relational processing and binding together
disparate episodic details in working and long-term
memory, this region seems well positioned to support
a recombinatory process for imagining episodic expe-
riences (Eichenbaum, 2001; Hannula et al., 2006;
Hannula & Ranganath, 2008; Axmacher et al., 2010).

However, other findings call into question the possi-
bility that the hippocampus plays a role in recombining
details during the construction of imagined events. For
example, hippocampal activity in neuroimaging studies
is not always greater for imagined than remembered
events; comparable levels of activity have been observed
in some studies and greater hippocampal activity for
remembering than imagining in others (for review and
discussion, see Addis & Schacter, 2012; Schacter et al.,
2012). Moreover, recent neuroimaging evidence reveals
a role for the hippocampus in the successful encoding
of imagined future events into episodic memory (Martin
et al., 2011), raising the possibility that evidence for
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greater hippocampal activation during imagining than remember-
ing reflects encoding-related activity. Finally, several studies of
amnesic patients with hippocampal damage show that such
patients exhibit impaired abilities to imagine coherent scenes and
future events (see also, Tulving, 1985; Hassabis et al., 2007;
Andelman et al., 2010; Race et al., 2011; Romero & Moscovitch,
2012; Klein et al., 2002,), but others find no such impairments
(Maguire et al., 2010; Squire et al., 2010; Hurley et al., 2011,
Cooper et al., 2011).
Addis and Schacter (2012) suggested that these discrepant

findings could be reconciled if different regions within the hip-
pocampus support separate component processes underlying
imagining and remembering. This multicomponent account
proposes that the hippocampus contributes to distinct but
related processes that support imagining future events, includ-
ing retrieving episodic details, recombining those details into
coherent scenarios, and encoding the newly formed scenarios
into episodic memory. From this perspective, hippocampal acti-
vation in neuroimaging studies of episodic simulation could
potentially reflect the contributions of any of the three compo-
nent processes, depending on the extent to which experimental
conditions draw on each component. In neuropsychological
studies of patient populations, partial damage to the hippocam-
pus may impair specific component processes while leaving
others relatively intact, thereby giving rise to differential pat-
terns of impairment. Although the multicomponent view can-
not resolve all discrepancies in the literature, it seems clear that
elucidating the precise contribution of the hippocampus to
imagination and future thinking requires teasing apart these
intertwined component processes in a rigorous and controlled
manner.
To clarify the contributions of the hippocampus to imagin-

ing future events, we drew on experimental recombination
(Addis et al., 2009), subsequent memory (Wagner et al.,
1998), and task switching paradigms (Duncan et al., 2012).
Participants imagined novel future events constructed from per-
son, place, and object details taken from their own autobio-
graphical memories. Subjects imagined some future events for
the first time in the scanner, and re-imagined other events that
they previously imagined the day before. Events imagined for
the first time should elicit a greater recombination demand
than re-imagining events because they require the initial inte-
gration of disparate details into an event. However, events
imagined for the first time are also more novel than re-
imagined events, making it difficult to determine whether dif-
ferential hippocampal activity for imagined compared with re-
imagined events reflects differences in recombination demand
or differences in event novelty (van Mulukom et al., in press).
To control for novelty differences between imagine and re-
imagine conditions, recombined person, place, and object
detail sets were observed in a pre-exposure session the day
before scanning in which subjects imagined future events for
some of these detail sets, and judged the relative pleasantness
of the details for others. Thus, the novelty of the event details
was held constant across these two conditions by virtue of
equivalent pre-exposure to the detail sets, but the details were

integrated into a coherent future event in the imagine condi-
tion and were not integrated into a coherent event in the pleas-
antness condition. In the scanner, trials involved either
switching tasks using the same detail sets as the previous day
or repeating the imagining task. Thus, subjects (1) imagined
future events for the first time using detail sets for which they
had previously judged pleasantness, (2) judged the pleasantness
of person, place, and object details for the first time using
some of the detail sets for which they had previously imagined
an event, or (3) re-imagined events using the remaining detail
sets that they had previously imagined the day before. After
scanning, participants completed a cued-recall test, thus allow-
ing us to hold constant encoding success for imagined and re-
imagined events. If the involvement of the hippocampus in
constructing imagined future episodes includes a recombination
process, then we would predict greater hippocampal activity for
imagined compared to re-imagined events after controlling for
both encoding- and novelty-related processing.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants

Twenty-four, right-handed healthy adults (16 females; age
M 5 21.4, SD 5 2.9) with no prior history of psychiatric,
neurological, or other medical impairment that could compro-
mise cognitive function, and possessing normal or corrected-to-
normal vision participated in this study. An additional nine
participants were run but excluded from data analysis due to
failure to produce enough successfully encoded trials (>10 per
successfully remembered condition), task noncompliance, or
excessive movement. All participants provided written informed
consent and were compensated for their participation according
to ethical guidelines approved by the Harvard University Insti-
tutional Review Board.

Materials and Procedure

Design

Subjects performed three main tasks of interest while in the
scanner. They imagined future events for the first time using
detail sets for which they had previously judged the relative
pleasantness of details (Imagine condition), judged the relative
pleasantness of details for the first time using some of the
detail sets for which they had previously imagined an event
(Pleasant condition), or re-imagined events using the remaining
detail sets that they had previously imagined the day before
(Re-imagine condition). Critically, both the Imagine and Re-
imagine conditions consisted of detail sets that were retrieved
from disparate episodic memories, but in the Imagine condi-
tion the details had previously been encountered during the
pleasantness task, which did not require combining the details
into a coherent episodic scenario, whereas in the Re-imagine
condition, subjects had previously combined the details into a
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coherent episodic scenario. All conditions are matched for prior
exposure to the person-location-object triplets.

Pre-scan: Autobiographical memory collection

Approximately 1 week (M 5 10.3 days, SD 5 3.0) prior to
scanning, participants came into the laboratory and recalled
200 autobiographical memories from the past 15 years, writing
a description for every memory. Participants were allowed
access to Facebook and were provided with a sample list of
common life events to facilitate retrieval of the required num-
ber of memories. Each memory had to be specific in time and
place (i.e. episodic) and comprised of a unique person, loca-
tion, and object that could not be duplicated across events.
The experimenter checked on the participant about once every
hour to review the participant’s progress and to ensure that the
reported memories complied with instructions. Any reported
memories that failed to comply with instructions were not
used as stimuli in subsequent sessions. Before returning for the
next session, person, location, and object details were recom-
bined across memories, thereby creating 180 newly formed
person-location-object sets that were derived from three sepa-
rate autobiographical memories.

Pre-scan: Pre-exposure

The day prior to scanning, participants imagined future events
involving 120 of these detail sets, and judged the relative pleas-
antness of the details for the remaining 60 sets. For the 120
imagined future event trials, participants silently imagined a spe-
cific novel event integrating the three details within a person-
location-object set that could plausibly occur in next 5 years.
For the 60 pleasantness trials, participants constructed a sentence
ranking the relative pleasantness of details within a person-
location-object set, “Wedding ring is more pleasant than JFK
Park is more pleasant than Sally”, for example. Participants were
given 9 s to imagine an event or rank the pleasantness of details.
Following these tasks, participants provided a unique title that
briefly summarized a generated event or judgment (e.g. “Playing
badminton with Adrian” for an imagined trial, “Wedding ring
> JFK Park > Sally” for a pleasantness trial).

Scanning

Immediately before entering the scanner, participants were
administered practice trials (one trial for each condition) and
the experimenter ensured that all instructions were understood.
In the scanner, trials consisted of either switching task condi-
tions (judging the relative pleasantness of person-location-
object details that were used to imagine future events during
the pre-exposure session or vice versa) or repeating the imagin-
ing task using the same person-location-object detail sets as in
the pre-exposure session (see Fig. 1). For 9 s, task instruction
prompts were presented along with person-location-object
detail sets and event or judgment titles that participants gener-
ated the previous day. Presenting titles during scanning that
summarize previously generated events or judgments holds

constant differences that might reflect repeating or recalling
experiences from the pre-exposure session; varying across con-
ditions is whether or not disparate details have been recom-
bined into a specific imagined episode.

The experimental design yielded these three condition types
(Imagine, Pleasant, Re-imagine) composed of 60 trials each
labeled according to the task completed during scanning. Par-
ticipants also completed 30 trials of size judgment task (Size
condition) based on a previous study by Addis et al. (2009),
during which they had 9 s to integrate three nouns into a sen-
tence that ranked the relative size of each item in a “X is bigger
than Y is bigger than Z” format. Phenomenological ratings of
how detailed the imagined event was (for Imagine and Re-
imagine trials) or how difficult it was to make a relative judg-
ment (for Pleasantness and Size trials) were collected using a
button box (1 5 low, 4 5 high) for 3 s following imagining
an event or making a relative judgment. These phenomenologi-
cal ratings (i.e. detail and difficulty) not only offer information
concerning subjective experiences, but also serve as an online
indicator of task compliance in the scanner on a trial-by-trial
basis, hence subsequent analyses only include trials during
which participants provided a response. Notably, participants
provided a response for 95% of trials, indicating a high rate of
task compliance. Each trial (experimental task 1 phenomeno-
logical rating: 12 s) was randomly interleaved with 3, 6, or 9 s
of fixation, allowing for an event-related analysis by establish-
ing temporal jitter in the experimental design.

Post-scanning: Subsequent memory test

Ten minutes after the last experimental trial, participants
completed a surprise cued-recall task using a procedure similar
to that used in previous studies for testing memory of events
with several elements (Jones, 1976; Martin et al., 2011; Szpu-
nar et al., 2012). The test was composed of 180 trials, 60 trials
each from the Re-imagine, Imagine, and Pleasant tasks pre-
sented during scanning. On every trial of the memory test,
two of three details (person and place, place and object, or
person and object) from a scanning trial were presented and
the missing detail was to be recalled. Since participants were
instructed during scanning to integrate all three details—
either into a coherent event (Imagine and Re-imagine), or
by making a relative judgment (Pleasant)—subsequent mem-
ory for these details reflects how well these details were
bound together. The detail to be recalled was counterbal-
anced across detail type (person, location, or object). Partici-
pants were instructed that they could guess if they felt
reasonably certain of the right answer. The test was self-
paced, lasting about 1 hour.

fMRI parameters and preprocessing

Brain imaging data were collected on a 3T Siemens Magne-
tom Tim Trio MRI scanner with a 12-channel phased-array
whole-head coil. Anatomical scans were acquired using a T1-
weighted high-resolution three-dimensional magnetization-pre-
pared rapid gradient echo sequence (MPRAGE: 176 sagittal
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slices, TR 5 2530 ms, TE 5 1.64 ms, 7! flip angle, 1 mm
isotropic voxels). Six task blood-oxygen-level-dependent
(BOLD) functional scans were acquired using a T2*-weighted
echo-planar imaging (EPI) pulse sequence (47 interleaved axial
slices parallel to the anterior-posterior commissure plane, TR
5 3000 ms, TE 5 30 ms, 85! flip angle, no skip between sli-
ces, 3 mm isotropic voxels). Task stimuli were presented using
E-Prime software to display text that was projected onto a
screen at the head of the scanner and reflected into a mirror
on top of the head coil for the participant to see. Two addi-
tional 6 min 12 s resting state BOLD scans (not presented

here) were acquired at the beginning and end of the scanning
session. Cushions were used to minimize head movement dur-
ing scanning. Participants made responses using a button box
placed in their right hand.

Functional scans were preprocessed using SPM2 (Wellcome
Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). To allow
for T1-saturation effects, the initial four volumes in each run
were excluded from analyses. Data were corrected for slice-
dependent timing differences and for head movement within
and across runs using a rigid body correction. Data were then
spatially normalized to the standard space of the Montreal

FIGURE 1. The study involved four experimental sessions.
First, participants recalled autobiographical memories. Second,
participants imagined events or made pleasantness judgments on
detail-sets experimentally recombined across autobiographical
memories Third, participants re-imagined the same event from the

previous session, imagined an event for the first time, made pleas-
antness judgements for the first time, or completed a size judg-
ment control task. Finally, subsequent memory performance was
assessed with cued-recall test. [Color figure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Neurological Institute (MNI) atlas (resampled at 2 mm cubic
voxels), and spatially smoothed with a 6 mm full-width half-
maximum Gaussian kernel. All coordinates are reported in
MNI space.
After preprocessing, data were analyzed with the general lin-

ear model using SPM8. The BOLD responses for seven trial
types (i.e. imagine hit, imagine miss, re-imagine hit, re-imagine
miss, pleasant hit, pleasant miss, size sentence) were modeled
for each participant. The onsets of these trials were then con-
volved with the canonical hemodynamic response function to
create regressors of interest. In doing so we restricted our anal-
yses to the neural activity related to the construction phase of
simulating events and thereby minimize contamination by
other cognitive processes including elaboration-related activity,
consistent with previous methods (Addis et al., 2007; Martin
et al., 2011). Additional covariates of no interest (a session
mean, a linear trend, and subject-specific movement parame-
ters) were also modeled. First-level planned contrasts (i.e. fixed
effects models) were performed on these parameter estimates,
and contrast images for each participant were subsequently
entered into a second-level analysis treating participants as ran-
dom effects. For the imagine and re-imagine conditions, linear
parametric modulation regressors of detail ratings were
included to (1) ensure that differences between conditions are
not simply attributed to the amount of details retrieved and
(2) account for known detail modulation effects in the hippo-
campus (Addis & Schacter, 2008; Martin et al., 2011).
Contrasts of interest were run in order to identify regions

preferentially engaged by: (1) imagining future events by com-
paring imagined future events relative to the semantic control
task (i.e. Re-imagine 1 Imagine > Size); and (2) constructing
novel future events by comparing initial simulations with
repeated simulations (i.e. Imagine > Re-imagine). The two
analyses were confined to successfully remembered trials, allow-
ing us to hold constant encoding-related activity (i.e. Imagine
> Re-imagine, for hits only). However, as noted in the Intro-
duction, a simple comparison of Imagine and Re-imagine con-
ditions does not allow us to distinguish constructive activity or
recombination demand on the one hand, and event novelty on
the other. To remove activity related to novelty, we performed
an additional analysis in which we subtracted activity from the
Pleasant condition (i.e. [Imagine > Pleasant] > [Re-imagine >
Pleasant]). As noted earlier, this condition controls for novelty
because, just like in the Re-imagine condition, it elicits activity
related to the retrieval of disparate details across episodic mem-
ories, but unlike in the Re-imagine condition, these details
must be recombined or integrated for the first time into a
coherent imagined scenario. Thus, we computed the following
contrast to control for activity related to both encoding and
novelty (i.e. [Imagine > Pleasant] > [Re-imagine > Pleasant],
for hits only).
The minimum cluster size required for corrected significance

was calculated using the 3dClustSim (an adaptation of Alpha-
Sim) AFNI program, which estimates the overall probability of
false positives within a search volume through a Monte Carlo
simulation (10,000 iterations). For whole-brain contrasts, we

report all activations at a voxel-level threshold of P 5 0.001
combined with a spatial extent threshold of 89 voxels, yielding
a threshold of P < 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons.
Since the hippocampus was an a priori region of interest, we
calculated a corrected threshold using a bilateral hippocampal
volume (1878 2mm3 voxels), setting a P < 0.05 threshold
with a P 5 0.005 voxel-level threshold and extent threshold of
18 voxels (Yassa & Stark, 2008).

RESULTS

Behavioral Results

Behavioral data confirmed participant compliance during
scanning as well as in the post-scan session. Comparisons were
performed using a paired-samples t-test or repeated measures
ANOVA (Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons,
alpha < 0.05), where appropriate. On a four-point Likert scale
(1 5 low detail, 4 5 high detail), re-imagined future events
were rated significantly more detailed (M 5 2.87, SE 5 0.10)
than imagined future events (M 5 2.73, SE 5 0.10), t(23) 5
2.58, P < 0.05 (see Table 1). In addition to ratings serving as
an indicator of subject compliance on a trial-by-trial basis dur-
ing scanning, this pattern of detail ratings suggests that during
the pre-exposure session, participants were able to comply with
task instructions to either discretely imagine an event, or to
judge the pleasantness of details without constructing an imag-
ined event during the pre-exposure phase: if subjects had imag-
ined events during the pleasantness task, one would expect
detail ratings to be similar across Imagine and Re-imagine con-
ditions, but this was not the case. Subsequently-remembered
imagined and re-imagined events (hits) were significantly more
detailed (M 5 3.01, SE 5 0.08) than subsequently forgotten
imagined and re-imagined events (misses; M 5 2.59, SE 5
0.10), t(23) 5 7.88, P < 0.001. Although detail ratings signifi-
cantly differed across Imagine and Re-imagine conditions and
predicted subsequent memory performance, since detail ratings
were included in SPM as parametric modulator, any changes in
BOLD signal associated with detail would be accounted for in
our model.

TABLE 1.

Behavioral Results

Subsequent memory Imagine Re-imagine Pleasant

Mean detail rating (and SE)

Hit 2.94 (.08) 3.08 (.08)

Miss 2.51 (.01) 2.66 (.09)

Hit and miss 2.73 (.01) 2.87 (.01)

Mean # of trials (and SE)

Hit 27.45 (2.37) 44.71 (1.51) 22.45 (1.62)

Miss 28.83 (2.23) 12.17(1.35) 35.17(1.79)

Hit and miss 56.29 (1.08) 56.89 (0.81) 57.63(1.13)
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To evaluate subsequent memory differences across experi-
mental tasks, we compared difference scores (subtracting the
number of misses from the number of hits) for each experi-
mental task. The difference scores were as follows: Re-imagine
(M 5 32.54, SE 5 2.74), Imagine (M 5 21.38, SE 5 4.48),
Pleasantness (M 5 212.70, SE 5 3.21). The number of hits
compared to misses systematically varied across conditions
[F(2,46) 5 95.20, P < 0.001]. Re-imagine trials were more
likely to be subsequently remembered than Imagine and Pleas-
ant trials. Further, Imagine trials were more likely to be
remembered than Pleasant trials. Although one must be cau-
tious interpreting subsequent memory effects (i.e. hits com-
pared to misses) from different bin sizes across conditions to
avoid confounding effects of experimental task with subsequent
memory, these observed differences should not systematically
bias interpreting differences in BOLD signal across conditions
restricted to subsequently remembered items only.

fMRI Results

Imagining future events

Imagination conditions, relative to the semantic control task
(i.e. Imagine 1 Re-imagine > Size), revealed activation in
medial prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate cortex, retrosplenial
cortex, middle frontal gyrus, lateral and medial temporal lobes,
consistent with many previous studies (for review, Schacter
et al., 2012) (see Table 2, Fig. 2A).

Encoding and novelty in the hippocampus

To examine novelty processing, we contrasted conditions
that involved switching tasks across sessions to the condition
that repeats the same task (Pleasant 1 Imagine > Re-Imagine).
This contrast showed significant activity in regions (222, 226,
28; 22, 228, 26) near the midline of the long axis of hippo-
campus extending anteriorly, similar to previous observations
(e.g. Kumaran & Maguire, 2007).
To examine encoding effects, we contrasted hits versus misses

collapsed across Imagine and Re-imagine conditions. Consistent
with Martin et al. (2011), we observed evidence that the anterior
hippocampus supports encoding activity. Our analysis revealed a
single cluster (228, 26, 228) activated at a voxelwise threshold of
P 5 0.012 which when combined with a spatial extent of 21 vox-
els in 3dClustSim approached a corrected threshold of P 5 0.10.
While this hippocampal activity is only suggestive, most likely
because we had far fewer trials than did Martin et al. (2011) due
to design constraints of our study, the activity observed here gener-
ally aligns well with the findings of Martin et al. (2011).

Constructing future events: Hippocampal analysis

Contrasting activation engaged by imagining an event for
the first time compared to re-imagining the same event (Imag-
ine > Re-imagine) elicited greater activity in the right anterior
and bilateral posterior hippocampus. This contrast revealed
candidate regions that could support a constructive process,
since imagining an event for the first time requires the initial

construction of disparate details into an event rather than the
less intensive processing of re-construction. However, as
pointed out earlier, this contrast does not allow us to separate
processes associated with construction of imagined events from
those associated with novelty detection or encoding. To control
for these confounds, we ran a tighter contrast that removed
activity associated with novelty of event details (Pleasant condi-
tion) and held encoding constant by constraining our analysis
to hits only (i.e. [Imagine > Pleasant] > [Re-imagine > Pleas-
ant], for hits only). This more rigorous contrast revealed that
only the left posterior hippocampus, distinct from regions
implicated in encoding and novelty, remained preferentially
engaged, (see Fig. 3, Table 3).

TABLE 2.

fMRI Results: Whole-Brain

Brain region

Peak MNI

coordinate (x, y, z) Z-score

Re-imagine 1 Imagine < Size Control

R posterior cingulate 2, 256, 22 7.32

L ventral mPFC 28, 36, 214 6.66

L middle temporal gyrus 258, 26, 218 6.57

R middle temporal gyrus 52, 26, 226 5.67

R precuneus 6, 256, 50 5.44

L superior frontal gyrus 220, 30, 46 5.33

L superior frontal gyrus 212, 54, 46 5.02

R temporal pole 40, 20, 238 4.82

R middle frontal gyrus 42, 14, 30 4.75

R cerebellum 14, 272, 230 4.23

R cerebellum 14, 288, 240 4.16

R orbital frontal cortex 30, 26, 224 3.99

R superior frontal gyrus 24, 26, 44 3.68

Imagine > Re-imagine

L lateral occipital gyrus 226, 288, 18 5.50

R anterior precuneus 26, 254, 50 4.89

R fusiform gyrus 24, 284, 26 4.72

R fusiform gyrus 30, 284, 26 4.72

R superior frontal gyrus 32, 20, 62 4.52

L superior frontal gyrus 226, 40, 42 4.42

L inferior temporal gyrus 238, 258, 24 4.33

(Imagine > Pleasant) > (Re-imagine > Pleasant) hits only

R superior frontal gvrus 24, 22, 56 4.77

L lateral occipital gyrus 24, 288, 20 4.67

R superior parietal lobule 20, 270, 56 4.64

L fusiform gyrus 226, 284, 24 4.38

Calcarine cortex 0, 290, 4 4.36

L superior parietal lobule 220, 262, 52 3.97

Re-imagine > Imagine, hits only

L inferior frontal gyrus 242, 28, 28 4.74

L middle temporal gyrus 248, 228, 210 4.27

L angular gyrus 240, 260, 44 4.20

L posterior precuneus 28, 270, 34 4.05

All activations are significant at a P < 0.05 threshold corrected for multiple com-
parisons with a P 5 0.001 voxel-level threshold and extent threshold of 89 voxels.
MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; L, left; R, right.
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Constructing future events: Whole brain analysis

Contrasting activation during imagining an event for the
first time compared to re-imagining the same event (Imagine
> Re-imagine) revealed increased activity in the superior fron-
tal gyri and regions in occipital and temporal cortex related to
visual/imagery processing (see Table 2, Fig. 2B). We then con-
trolled for novelty- and encoding-related activity by subtracting
activity associated with the Pleasant condition and held subse-
quent memory performance constant (i.e. [Imagine > Pleasant]
> [Re-imagine > Pleasant], for hits only) This contrast showed
activity in bilateral parietal lobes as well as activity in regions
related to visual/imagery processing, but now most prominently
observed was activity in the right superior frontal gyrus (see
Table 2, Fig. 2C). We also examined increases in activity for
repeated simulations (Re-imagine > Imagine). This contrast
revealed greater activity for re-imagining compared to

imagining in the superior precuneus, inferior frontal gyrus, and
lateral temporal cortex (see Table 2).

DISCUSSION

A distributed network of brain regions that includes the hip-
pocampus is commonly activated for remembering the past
and imagining the future (Buckner & Carroll, 2007; Hassabis
& Maguire, 2007; Schacter et al., 2007; Spreng et al., 2009;
Schacter et al., 2012). Moreover, the hippocampus has also
shown increased activity for imagining compared to remember-
ing (e.g. Addis et al., 2007; Weiler et al., 2010; Addis et al.,
2011). It has been proposed that this preferential hippocampal
activity reflects the increased recombination demand associated
with integrating disparate episodic details into coherent

FIGURE 2. Whole-brain activations are significant at a P < 0.05 threshold corrected for
multiple comparisons with a P 5 0.001 voxel-level threshold and minimum extent threshold of
89 voxels. L, left; R, right. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available
at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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scenarios (Schacter & Addis, 2007). The aim of the present
study was to evaluate this hypothesis by examining whether hip-
pocampal activity is sensitive to differences in constructive
demand after controlling for both encoding- and novelty-related
activity. Our findings suggest that the hippocampal contribu-
tions to imagining future events extend beyond encoding and
novelty processing because even with these processes controlled
for, left posterior hippocampus was involved in the constructive
process of recombining disparate details from memory into a
coherent scenario when simulating a future event.
Although previous studies have observed increased hippocam-

pal activity under conditions that have been interpreted as
reflecting a more intensive or demanding constructive process-
ing (Addis & Schacter, 2008; Addis et al., 2007, 2011; Weiler
et al., 2010), the confounding influences of encoding- and
novelty-related processes have made this claim difficult to evalu-
ate. Our results thus provide some support to previous interpre-
tations of increased hippocampal activation during imagining
compared with remembering as reflecting differences in recom-
bination processing (e.g. Addis et al, 2007). Although a few
studies have found that remembering past events evokes greater
activity than imagining future events (Hassabis et al., 2007;
Botzung et al., 2008; D’Argembeau et al., 2008), the paradigms
used in these studies required subjects to pre-imagine events
before being scanned, thereby reducing constructive demand
during the scanning session. Thus, rather than offering contra-
dictory findings, these studies suggest that the online construc-
tion of imagined events is an important feature to consider
when interpreting existing results and designing future studies.
While the evidence for a constructive, recombinatory process

in the hippocampus under the stringent conditions of the

present experiment provides support for the idea that the hip-
pocampus plays a role in generating imagined events, the ante-
rior–posterior localization of this activity conflicts with
previous reports that the anterior hippocampus in particular
underlies recombination (Addis et al., 2007; Schacter & Addis,
2009; Weiler et al., 2010). One possible explanation is that the
anterior hippocampal activity in these studies reflects the
encoding of novel episodes as opposed to their construction.
Consistent with the anterior hippocampus reflecting the encod-
ing of novel imagined events, Martin et al. (2011) showed that
this region was more active for successfully remembered com-
pared to successfully forgotten imagined future events con-
structed online in the scanner. They also observed a cluster in
the posterior hippocampus that was greater for successfully
remembered versus forgotten imagined events. However, in the

FIGURE 3. As the hippocampus was an a priori region of interest, activations are presented
at a P < 0.05 threshold corrected for multiple comparisons with a P 5 0.005 voxel-level
threshold and extent threshold of 17 voxels with the whole brain masked to only show voxels
within the bilateral hippocampus. L, left; R, right. [Color figure can be viewed in the online
issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

TABLE 3.

fMRI Results: Hippocampal Masked

Brain region

Peak MNI

coordinate (x, y, z) Z-score

Imagine > re-imagine

Anterior right hippocampus 36, 218, 214 3.25

Posterior right hippocampus 24, 228, 210 3.69

Posterior left hippocampus 236, 234, 26 3.69

(Imagine > pleasant) > (re-imaigine > pleasant) hits only

Posterior left hippocampus 236, 236, 26 3.22

Activations are significant at a P < 0.05 threshold corrected for multiple com-
parisons with a P 5 0.005 voxel-level threshold and extent threshold of 17
voxels. MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; L, left; R, right.
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absence of a manipulation that distinguishes encoding processes
from recombination processes, it is difficult to tease apart a
constructive process that requires the binding of details into a
coherent event from processes that support the successful
encoding of those details into an enduring memory trace.
Further evidence suggesting that the anterior hippocampus

encodes novel episodes comes from a number of studies that
demonstrate an encoding-retrieval distribution along the ante-
rior–posterior axis of the hippocampus with the anterior sup-
porting encoding and the posterior supporting retrieval
(Lepage et al., 1998; Spaniol et al., 2009). Moreover, the
anterior hippocampus appears particularly engaged when
encoding associative information (Schacter & Wagner, 1999;
Kirwan & Stark, 2004; Chua et al., 2007). However, we
must be cautious about making strong claims exclusively
linking the posterior hippocampus with recombination proc-
esses. For example, a recent meta-analysis of neuroimaging
studies investigating medial temporal lobe activity during
remembering and imagining tasks revealed that a number of
parameters (i.e. type of cue, task, event specificity) can
impact the precise location of activity in the hippocampus
and related regions (Viard et al., 2012). Future studies capa-
ble of distinguishing constructive processing from encoding
using a variety of such manipulations are needed before
making strong claims.
Given the involvement of the posterior hippocampus in spa-

tial processing (Maguire et al., 2000, Hassabis et al., 2007), it
may be that this region supports the formation of a coherent
spatiotemporal representation from disparate episodic details.
Indeed, to the extent that simulations of future events mean-
ingfully inform planning and preparation, this process seems
critical. If the idea has merit, amnesic patients with posterior
hippocampal damage should exhibit problems forming a coher-
ent spatiotemporal imagined event, but as noted earlier the
nature and even existence of imagination deficits in hippocam-
pal amnesics is currently the topic of intensive debate (cf.,
Squire et al., 2010; Maguire & Hassabis, 2011; for review, see
Addis & Schacter, 2012). Although most reported cases of hip-
pocampal amnesic patients exhibiting an intact ability to con-
struct imagined events have not included measures of event
integration or spatial coherence (e.g. Squire et al., 2010),
Maguire and Hassabis (2011) claim that the patients studied
by Squire et al. (2010) appear to exhibit a reduction in spatial
details relative to typical numbers generated by controls.
Evidence potentially relevant to our findings comes from

Hassabis et al. (2007), who found that four of five amnesic
subjects showed imagination deficits on their scene construc-
tion task. Nonetheless, they did observe one amnesic patient
with a spared ability to vividly imagine events, PO1. PO1 suf-
fered from dense amnesia, with 50% bilateral hippocampal vol-
ume loss, and a preserved ability to construct imagined
scenarios—including unimpaired performance on measures of
spatial coherence. This patient displayed signs of intact hippo-
campal tissue, raising the possibility that preserved ability to
construct novel scenarios is dependent on residual hippocampal
tissue. Using fMRI to scan PO1, Mullally et al. (2012)

observed two regions in the patient’s medial temporal lobe that
were more active for imagining coherent scenarios compared to
imagining acontextual objects, the hippocampus (36, –28, –14)
and the parahippocampus (33, –46, –5). Interestingly, the
region we found to be associated with recombination in the
present study is between these coordinates along the longitudi-
nal axis. Of course, making inferences regarding the axis of the
hippocampus across intact and severely atrophied hippocampi
must be done with great caution, because the possibility of a
potential functional reorganization induced by the lesion
remains unknown.

The pattern of posterior hippocampus activity we observed
in the present study also aligns nicely with ideas presented in a
recent review of long-axis functional specialization in the hip-
pocampus. In their review, Poppenk and colleagues (2013) pro-
posed that differences in network connectivity and subfield
composition better position the posterior hippocampus to rep-
resent fine-grained information compared with the anterior
hippocampus, which preferentially represents more global fea-
tures. From this perspective, imagining an event for the first
time may require the initial construction of precise spatial and
temporal details, whereas re-imagining the same event does not
elicit the same degree of fine-grained construction. Further
research is needed to directly test how these local and global
functional specializations contribute to representations of imag-
ined future events.

One limitation of our study is that while we infer a differ-
ence in the degree of constructive processing between imagin-
ing an event for the first time and re-imagining the same
event, we did not collect independent measures of constructive
processing across these tasks. One way for future research to
overcome this limitation would be to collect difficulty ratings
for all conditions (we collected difficult ratings only for the
Pleasant and Size conditions): more demanding constructive
processing should elicit greater difficulty ratings compared with
less intensive constructive processing.

Differences observed between imagining and re-imagining
could also be attributed to differences resulting from some
form of priming (i.e., the imagine condition could be con-
ceived as an unprimed condition whereas the re-imagine condi-
tion could be conceived as a primed condition). However,
recent studies examining future event simulation using a repeti-
tion suppression paradigm (van Mulukom et al., in press;
Szpunar et al., in press), which measures effects similar to pri-
ming, did not report changes in posterior hippocampal activity,
and therefore priming effects are unlikely to explain the differ-
ence between imagining and re-imagining observed here. How-
ever, these differences might be related to differences in
encoding and/or retrieval. While we attempted to control
encoding-related activity by matching subsequent memory per-
formance of imagined details (i.e. person, place, or object sets),
this procedure equates for encoding success; it is possible that
imagining requires greater encoding effort than does re-
imagining; conversely, re-imagining may require greater
retrieval processing of the pre-exposure session than imagining
does.
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It is also worth noting that while the experimental design we
used here controlled for the novelty of retrieving disparate epi-
sodic details (a requirement of both Imagine and Re-imagine),
and task novelty (by contrasting Imagine and Re-imagine with
the Pleasant condition), it does not rule out the possibility that
our data reflect the influence of novelty-related processing
attributable to imagining new events. Events constructed for
the first time (Imagine) are novel compared to events con-
structed for the second time (Re-imagine). Thus, activity in the
hippocampus that we interpret as reflecting constructive proc-
essing could also be attributable to event novelty. However,
event novelty is an inherent property of event construction, so
the two may be difficult to separate. Future research is needed
to determine whether and to what extent it is possible to tease
apart the close relationship between event novelty and con-
struction of imagined future events.
Our results provide evidence that the hippocampus contrib-

utes to a constructive or recombinatory process that supports
the ability to imagine future events. In light of other evidence
that the hippocampus contributes to both encoding and novelty
detection processes, our findings are generally consistent with
the multiple component view advanced by Addis and Schacter
(2012), which holds that the hippocampus contributes to sev-
eral distinct processes that support imagining future events,
including recombining event details into coherent scenarios.
Critical to the theoretical success of future studies will be

mapping different subregions of the hippocampus to specific
component processes using refined methods that allow for the
closely related processes of retrieval, construction, and encoding
to be differentiated. Employing high-resolution imaging may
prove particularly useful to future progress as this method can
reveal anatomy at the resolution of individual hippocampal
subfields (Kerchner et al., 2010). As the hippocampus does not
work in isolation, future studies should also develop approaches
and theoretical models that directly evaluate how these compo-
nent processes interact with the other processes embedded in
the wider network supporting imagination.
Beyond the hippocampus, imagining and re-imagining

events robustly recruited the distributed network associated
with memory, future-thinking and related functions compared
to our semantic control task (Buckner & Carroll, 2007;
Schacter et al., 2007; Spreng et al., 2009). The results from
the current study draw particular attention to the role of the
superior frontal gyrus (BA8) and the posterior precuneus. In
regard to the activation of superior frontal gyrus for imagined
relative to re-imagined events, there is converging evidence that
right lateralized activity in the superior and middle frontal
gyrus is associated with inhibitory processes mediating con-
trolled retrieval and encoding processes, such as suppressing the
retrieval of unwanted learned associations (Anderson et al.,
2004; Depue et al., 2007; Wylie et al., 2008; Rizio & Dennis,
2013). This observation raises the intriguing—though specula-
tive—possibility that the superior frontal gyrus may contribute
to processes that actively isolate episodic details from their pre-
vious associations within autobiographical memories, perhaps
transitively inhibiting the former associations from memory in

order for details to be effectively recombined into a novel rep-
resentation. In regard to the posterior precuneus, activity in
this region increased with repeated imagining of an event
rather than with event novelty; this pattern seems particularly
robust because it has been observed across different paradigms
that require repeated imagining of future events (van Mulukom
et al., in press; Szpunar et al., in press). Exploring the precise
role of regions beyond the hippocampus, including the supe-
rior frontal gyrus and the posterior precuneus, in imagining
future constitutes an important task for future work.

It is only during the past few years that our understanding of
the functional importance of the hippocampus has extended
beyond the purview of remembering past experiences to include
such functions as imagining future experiences or novel scenes
(Schacter & Addis, 2009; for reviews, see Buckner, 2010; Szpu-
nar, 2010; Schacter et al., 2012). As our investigation and
understanding of imagining future events grows, the neural and
cognitive processes shared by memory and imagination are
beginning to come into view. But it also seems clear that proc-
esses that are preferentially recruited for imagining the future
can potentially offer new theoretical insights into the functions
of remembering the past, because a major adaptive function of
episodic memory lies in its contribution to our ability to imag-
ine novel events. In this way, we are not strictly bound by past
experiences, but instead can flexibly use past experiences to con-
struct event simulations and plan for the future.
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